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IB Learner Profile

The aim of the IB programme is to develop internationally minded individuals who embody the
various traits of the IB Learner Profile. These traits help individuals and groups become
responsible members of local, national and global communities.
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The Nature of CAS

Creativity, activity, service (CAS) is at the heart of the Diploma Programme. It is one of the
three essential elements in every student’s Diploma Programme experience. The three strands of
CAS, which are often interwoven with particular activities, are characterized as follows.

Creativity: Exploring ideas in a creative way, which leads to an original or interpretive product
Activity: Physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle
Service: Collaborative and reciprocal engagement with the community in response to an
authentic need

CAS enables students to demonstrate attributes of the IB learner profile in practical ways. This
enables students to acknowledge their role in relation to others and to society as a whole.
Through CAS, students develop skills and attitudes that provide them with opportunities to
explore their interests, express their passions, and further develop their personalities and
perspectives. CAS offers students an opportunity to complete the IB Diploma Programme in a
holistic way, and provides opportunities for collaboration, physical activity, and service to the
community.

Aims
The CAS programme aims to develop students who:
• want to engage in a range of CAS experiences
• reflect upon their experiences
• identify goals, develop strategies and determine actions for personal growth
• embrace new challenges
• participate in (and lead) collaborative projects
• understand their role in society and their responsibility as a member of a local and global
community
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Stages of CAS

The CAS stages provide a framework that enables students to:
● improve self-awareness
● explore new / unfamiliar challenges
● engage in a variety of different learning styles
● improve communication skills
● collaborate with others
● experience personal growth and development
● build upon the attributes of the IB learner profile.

CAS Requirements

1. Students meet with their CAS adviser/TOK teacher during the first month of the Diploma
Programme to consider their 18 month plan for CAS.
2. Students take part in a variety of creativity, activity, and service experiences over the span of
18 consecutive months

• Activities should be balanced between creativity, activity, and service
• Each activity must be verified by an adult supervisor
• Emphasis is on the quality of experience and learning outcomes and goals

3. Students maintain a CAS Portfolio using the Managebac system in which they record, show
evidence of, and reflect upon their CAS experiences.
4. Students must complete a CAS project in which they take on a leadership role, collaborate
with others, and spend at least one month.
5. Students must show evidence of achieving all seven learning outcomes, documented in their
CAS portfolio in Managebac
6. Students must complete a CAS interview at the end of the junior year, and a final review (at
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the completion of CAS) with the CAS supervisor.
Additional notes:
No activity completed for credit towards the Diploma Programme may be counted as
CAS.
Successful completion of CAS is a requirement for the IB diploma.

7 Expected Learning Outcomes

Reflections

Reflections are a large part of your CAS Portfolio. Being reflective is one attribute of the IB
learner profile: “We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience. We work
to understand our strengths and weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal
development.” You must engage in high quality Reflections for your CAS experiences and your
CAS project. Students don’t simply learn by doing, they learn by reflecting on what has been
done.
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CAS Project

A CAS project is a collaborative, well-considered series of sequential CAS experiences that…
o involves one or more of the strands (creativity, activity, and/or service)
o challenges students to show initiative, demonstrate perseverance, and develop skills such

as leadership and decision-making
o unifies a group of students around a common goal
o lasts at least one month, from planning to completion

Students must complete at least one CAS project during their IB experience. All CAS projects
should use the CAS stages as a framework for implementation to ensure that all requirements are
met. As expected throughout CAS, students reflect on their CAS project experience

A CAS project can address any single strand of CAS, or combine two or all three strands. The
following examples are provided to help generate further ideas without limiting the scope and
direction of a CAS project.

● Creativity: A student group plans, designs and creates a mural.
● Activity: Students organize and participate in a sports team including training sessions

and matches against other teams.
● Service: Students set up and conduct tutoring for people in need.
● Creativity and activity: Students choreograph a routine for their marching band.
● Service and activity: Students plan and participate in the planting and maintenance of a

garden with members of the local community.
● Service and creativity: Students identify that children at a local school need backpacks

and subsequently design and make the backpacks out of recycled materials.
● Creativity, activity, and service: Students rehearse and perform a dance production for a

community retirement home.

All CAS projects are designed with a defined purpose and goals. Individual students identify one
or more learning outcomes to further guide their role and responsibilities in the CAS project.
Students will likely identify more outcomes, or modify expected outcomes during the CAS
project and/or at its completion.
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Checklist of CAS Requirements

1. Introduction to CAS lesson
The CAS Coordinator and/or TOK teacher will go over the CAS Manual,
including all of the CAS requirements.

Introduction to Manage Bac

Throughout the year, the CAS Coordinator will engage in CAS lessons with all IB
DP students.

2. Initial Interview
Your TOK teacher and/or CAS Coordinator will meet with you to ensure that you
understand the program and to discuss initial interests and ideas. He/she will add
notes from the interview in ManageBac.

3. CAS Portfolio
Students will complete at least one CAS experience which involves each strand of
CAS. The minimum number of CAS experiences is 6 (not including the CAS
project). All reflections will be a minimum of 150 words except for the CAS
project reflection which will be at least 250 words and will show the use of the
CAS stages.

Please note that all CAS experiences require a Supervisor review. These reviews
must be completed in a timely manner. Only one experience may have a parental
supervisor and this experience will be documented with photo evidence. At the
end of the junior year any CAS experience that does not have a supervisor review
will be deleted from the CAS portfolio.

CAS Experiences

a. Creativity Experiences

b. Activity Experiences

c. Service Experiences

d. CAS Project
Upload your group’s completed CAS Project Planning Form and any other

evidence or artifacts into Managbac.
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Create a reflection– Your reflection must be at least 250 words and reveal
the CAS stages. You must include pictures or other visual evidence of
your CAS project.

* All reflections and pieces of evidence are to be entered or uploaded into
ManageBac. Your entries will be reviewed... If a reflection does not meet the
acceptable standard, the Coordinator will provide you with feedback and you will
need to revise your reflection accordingly.

*All seven learning outcomes must be addressed in your collection of reflections.

4. Second Interview
By the end of your junior year, your CAS Coordinator will meet with you to
discuss your progress toward meeting all of the learning outcomes as well as your
plans for a CAS project. At this point in the year, you should be at least 2/3 done
your CAS requirements. He/she will add notes from the interview in ManageBac.

5. Continue working on your CAS Portfolio

6. Third Interview
This last interview with the CAS supervisor will occur in February or March of
your senior year as CAS is wrapping up. It will serve as reflection on your entire
CAS experience and chronicle your development and personal growth. He/she
will add notes from the interview in ManageBac.
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Creativity
Exploring and extending ideas leading to an original or interpretive

product or performance

What Creativity in CAS is:
● an opportunity to explore their own sense of original thinking and expression
● comes from the student’s talents, interests, passions, emotional responses, and

imagination
● a creative endeavor that moves students beyond the familiar, broadening their scope from

conventional to unconventional thinking
● an extension of students’ involvement in a particular creative form in which they are

already accomplished
For example, a musician may compose and perform a guitar solo; an artist may create a
new sculpture or photographic series; an actor may present an original dramatic piece.

What Creativity in CAS is not:
● just appreciating the creative efforts as others, such as attending a concert or art

exhibition
● included or part of a Diploma course requirement, such as a painting made or used for

your IB Visual Arts class however, a student may be inspired by a course and as a result
tackle a new challenge in creativity

Reflection:
As with all CAS experiences, students reflect meaningfully on their engagement with

creativity, and should look for moments of personal significance or inspiration as a call for
reflection. Creativity may provide inspiration for the ways in which students will reflect. For
example, students may reflect through art, music, a brief narrative, a blog posting, photos, a skit,
or other methods.

There are many approaches to creativity, such as:
● School-based Creativity: A student may already be engaged in creativity as part of a

school group or club, or through some other form of sustained creativity.
● Community-based Creativity: Participating in creativity within the local community

advances student awareness and understanding of interpersonal relationships with others,
particularly if the creativity experience involves the local community. For example,
students could be encouraged to join a community-based theatre group, contribute
towards a community art gallery, create a sculpture for the community park, take cooking
classes, or other opportunities.

● Individual Creativity: Students may decide that they wish to engage in solitary
creativity experiences such as composing music, developing a website, writing a
compilation of short fiction stories, designing furniture, creating arts and crafts, or
painting a series of portraits.
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Activity: Physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle
What Activity in CAS is:

● the promotion of lifelong healthy habits related to physical well-being
● pursuits including individual and team sports, aerobic exercise, dance,

outdoor recreation, fitness training, and any other form of physical
exertion that purposefully contributes to a healthy lifestyle

● participation on a regular basis to provide a genuine challenge and benefit
● involvement in a new activity or sport that students have not yet tried
● extension of students’ involvement in an activity in which they already participate

For examples, student athletes could expand personal goals, maintain a planned rigorous
training program, or explore different training models to enhance their existing sport; an
activity that takes place after school or during a physical education course

What Activity in CAS is not:

● watching others participate in a sport or physical activity
● focused solely on nutrition or mental health (there must be a physical exertion

component)

Reflection:

As with all CAS experiences, students reflect purposefully on their engagement with
activity and should look for moments of personal significance or inspiration as a call for
reflection.

There are many approaches to activity, such as:

● School-based Activity: A student may already be engaged in activity as part of a school
team or club, or through some other form of sustained physical exercise. Students may
continue in this as part of their activity; however, they should set personal goals and
further extend and develop their participation.

● Community-based Activity: Participating in activity within the local community
advances student awareness and understanding of interpersonal relationships, particularly
if the activity experience involves members of the local community. However, single
events of activity can lack depth and meaning. For example, rather than a single activity
experience at a community-based fun run, students could be encouraged to join a
community-based running club, a dance class, an aerobics class or an out-of-school sports
group.

● Individual Activity: Students may decide that they wish to engage in solitary activity
experiences such as, for example, attending a gym, bicycling, roller-skating, swimming,
or strength conditioning -- over an extended duration of time. Students are encouraged to
set personal goals and work towards these in a sustained manner. Risk assessment should
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be considered to make sure students are selecting activities appropriate to their levels of
health.

Service: Collaborative and reciprocal engagement with the community in response to an
authentic need

What Service in CAS is:
● enables students to understand their capacity to make meaningful

contributions to their community and society
● students developing and applying personal and social skills in real-life

situations involving decision-making, problem-solving, initiative, collaboration,
responsibility, and accountability for their actions

● promotes students’ self-awareness, offering diverse occasions for interactions and
experiences and opportunities for international-mindedness

● addresses a particular, authentic need of a community and works to address that need and
population
The community may be the school; however, it is recommended that service experiences
extend beyond the school to local, national and/or international communities.

● can overlap with the MCPS community service requirement for graduation

What Service in CAS is not:
● community service hours you completed prior to your junior year
● paid experiences
● simply donating money to a charity or cause

Reflection:
As with all CAS experiences, students reflect purposefully on their engagement with

service, and should look for moments of personal significance or inspiration as a call for
reflection.

Four Types of Service Action:
It is recommended that students engage with different types of service within their CAS program.
These types of action are as follows:

● Direct service: Student interaction involves people, the environment, or animals. For
example, this can appear as one-on-one tutoring, developing a garden in partnership with
refugees, or working in an animal shelter.

● Indirect service: Though students do not see the recipients of indirect service, they have
verified their actions will benefit the community or environment. For example, this can
appear as re-designing a non-profit organization’s website, writing original picture books
to teach a language, or nurturing seedlings for planting.

● Advocacy: Students speak on behalf of a cause or concern to promote action on an issue
of public interest. For example, this may appear as initiating an awareness campaign on
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hunger, performing a play on replacing bullying with respect, or creating a video on
sustainable water solutions.

● Research: Students collect information through varied sources, analyze data, and report
on a topic of importance to influence policy or practice. For example, they may conduct
environmental surveys to influence their school, contribute to a study of animal
migration, compile effective means to reduce litter in public spaces, or conduct social
research by interviewing people on topics such as homelessness, unemployment or
isolation.

There are many approaches to service, such as:
● School-based Service: Service opportunities within the school setting must benefit an

authentic need. Service needs met at a school may prepare students for further action
within the larger community; for example, by tutoring within the school, students may
then be better prepared to tutor at a community center.

● Community-based Service: Participating in service within the local community
advances student awareness and understanding of social issues and solutions.

● Immediate Need Service: In response to a disaster, students immediately assess the need
and devise a planned response. Later, the students can further investigate the issue to
better understand underlying causes. With increased knowledge, students may commit to
ongoing assistance, for example, such as joining with prevention or community resilience
initiatives regarding an environmental issue.
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Role of the CAS supervisor

Each CAS experience must have a supervisor who can authenticate the experience, support the
student throughout the process, and ensure that the CAS experience is meaningful. The
responsibilities of the supervisor may include:

● approve CAS experiences
● discuss goals and progress
● monitor the frequency and progress of the experiences
● monitor the balance of the experiences
● encourage the student to make connections between the CAS experience and the

local/global community
● ensure that the student is engaging in proper reflection of the CAS experiences
● relay concerns to the CAS Coordinator and DP Coordinator if/when necessary
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